VAE Officers & Directors
From our president,
David Stone

Hi all!
Okay I'm sure the snow is done till November or December, time to fill
our calendar with summer time events.
The VAE made an appearance at Vermont Technical College for the awards
banquet in March. Fred Cook organized the trip to Randolph and was
accompanied by myself and Dan Noyes. I met Austin Weed, the
recipient of the automotive tech award, a very nice individual an
academically driven person.
Beyond his interest in automotive technology he also builds motorized
bicycles from odds and ends. I look forward to visiting the open house in
April, later this month.
The Golden Wrench awards and nominations are moving ahead.
Happy Motoring, Dave Stone
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Four of us recently returned from a week of golfing in South
Carolina. Green grass and 80 degree weather…..who cared if the ball
never went where it was supposed to go!
When I got home I had to go to a friend’s funeral, we had shared many
“golf insults” over the years and I will miss him. As we get older, we look
at the world a little differently than when we were younger, many
things even get easier but losing a friend never does.
I don’t know about you, but the “My Story” column that Wendell Noble started a few
months ago, has been my favorite part of Wheel Tracks. Russell Snow has a wonderful
story about his ‘48 Indian Chief motorcycle this month. I was a little worried before the
Indian email came in because I had none for this issue, so thank you Russell.
I know all of you have a great story to tell, let me publish it so we all can enjoy it.
The “Cant Hook” vs the “Peavey”, from last month, created lots of comments. I have printed Gary
Irish’s reply on page 10 but I want to thank Ron Perry, Wendell Noble, Russell Snow and Marvin Ball for your replies. I have a feeling
you have all created some hand blisters from the tools over the years. I had forgotten about all those “log landings” we used to see
along the back roads until Gary Irish mentioned them. He is correct, they were all over the place.
I received an interesting call from Roger Waterman of Addison recently. He collects old firearms and wanted to pass on the names
of the rifles in the Wheel Tracks picture of the harvested deer resting on the front bumper of a car. He said the rifle on the left is
an 1899 Savage and the right rifle is a 1895 Winchester.
In our conversation, it turns out his son Levi, won our Golden Wrench Award in 2013 at the Patricia Hannaford Career Center in
Middlebury. Levi also entered a number of competitions while in high school, including Skills USA and was able to enter the University
of Northwestern Ohio with $50,000 in money and scholarships. He majored in truck diesel and minored in auto diesel and has his
dream job working heavy diesel vehicles, at a quarry in Ohio. Asked if Levi might return to Vermont some day to ply his trade and Roger
said Levi has found Ohio very affordable to live in and work opportunities are much greater.
Roger and his wife met as students at Vermont Tech in Randolph, and their daughter graduated from VTC and is a herdsperson on a
900-hundred cow farm in Addison.
Our 2017 Golden Wrench Award is getting close to “presentation day”. Ed Hilbert is collecting student information from Vermont’s
16 career centers that have an auto tech program, $10,000 of Mac Tools are waiting to be added to the award letters, marble
trophies and the VAE presenters are ready to visit the schools for the presentation ceremonies. The VAE is very proud to be a part of
Vermont’s career center system, we only wish we could collect more “histories” from the 67 students who have won the GWA to date.
We are certain they are all very interesting….just like Levi’s

Editor, I'd like to offer some comments pertinent to articles in the April Wheel Tracks. That's an interesting discussion as to the origin
and meaning of the term horse power. I'd like to add to it. You are a little off on the units by which it is measured. It should be 33,000
foot-pounds per minute. Foot-pounds is a measure of work. If you raise 33,000 of weight, one foot, you have done 33,000 foot-pounds of
work. Power is a measure of how fast you do work, so if your engine can do it in one minute, it's putting out one horse-power. It's also
interesting where the term brake horse-power comes from. The Prony brake was invented for that purpose. It consists of a drum on a shaft
which is driven by the engine. A brake band around the drum puts a load on the engine to make it work. When the engine is working to
rotate the drum, it is putting torque on the brake drum. The amount of torque can be measured by a simple scale. The RPM of the drum
is easy to determine and the product of the two numbers is the power. Wendell Noble
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Your editor and other authors are
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“thE SoFtEr SidE”

A Column Shared by Mary Noble (Left), Judy Boardman (center) & Nancy Olney (Right)

MEMORIES

from Mary

Most folks may not realize it but that is a picture of me (a loooong time ago) in the 2017 Shelburne Show flyer, in front of
my Dad`s 1939 Chevrolet, which made me think of some of his other vehicles.
He plowed our dirt road with an old Army truck (also pictured in the flyer) and usually had
me and our current dog with him. He had a Dodge coupe, a couple of sedans (Chevrolets, of
course), and a Willys pickup truck, which he drove over, around, and through everything.
Dad liked to accumulate vintage cars, not to restore or show, but to drive for fun. He had
a ’35 Packard limousine which was given to him in lieu of rent by a neer-do-well hippy type kid
from down country. He discovered a ’28 “barn find” Dodge Brothers coupe that was a real
“cream puff”, from a lady who could no longer drive. We now have that ‘28 Dodge. When we
brought it home to Vermont (from New Hampshire), we discovered all of the old registration
paperwork in the trunk, indicating it had been registered in my name all that time, but I have
never driven it. As I may have pointed out before, driving an old car as a teenager in the
1950`s, no way!
Our son now has the Packard in his garage and hopes to find time to work on it at some point.
With his job and raising a family, it won’t happen right away. Wendell`s Dad wasn`t
particularly mechanically minded, but he was impressed by the tandem bicycle Wendell and
his friend constructed – and rode. Wendell’s Mom also had a Model T she drove in the teens and ‘20`s.
And now back to my Dad - he had to milk our cows by
late afternoon, by hand, offering squirts of milk to the
barn cats. The milk was put into milk cans to be picked
up the next day, including the morning milk. And now up
to the present. All of the above (except for the cow
milking) explains our interest in old cars. Currently, a
1948 Indian motorcycle is being worked on by Wendell in
our garage. We’ll see where that goes!

This is a picture of the “practice”,
Not on Mary’s family farm.

Spring is supposed to be here, but until only recently it
has felt like it. The snow we never shoveled has melted
so we can see the leaves we never raked. I found one
crocus in bloom and the daffodils are coming up, so there
is hope. This is Vermont, however, so any kind of
weather could happen! And probably will!!!
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Double clutching: A technique used with older manual transmissions that do not have synchronizers (a
"crash box" transmission). The driver puts in the clutch, moves the shifter into neutral, releases the
clutch, and then puts the clutch back in and shifts to the next gear. This extra step allows the engine
speed to match the speed of the gears, so the shift is smoother and prevents
excess wear on the transmission.

Bob left work one Friday
evening.
It was payday, so instead of
going home, he stayed out the
entire weekend partying with his
friends and spending his entire
wages.
When he finally appeared at home on Sunday
night, he was confronted by his angry wife and
was barraged for nearly two hours with a tirade
befitting his actions.
Finally his wife stopped the nagging and said to
him, "How would you like it if you didn't see me
for two or three days?"
He replied, "That would be fine with me."
Monday went by and he didn't see his wife.
Tuesday and Wednesday came and went with
the same results.
But on Thursday, the swelling went down just
enough where he could see her a little out of
the corner of his left eye.
******
What is the resemblance between a green apple
and a red apple?
They’re both red except for the green one.
******
Never criticize someone until you have walked a
mile in their shoes.
That way, when you criticize them, you’ll be a
mile away, and you’ll have their shoes.
******
If you want to find out who loves you more,
stick your wife and dog in the trunk of your car
for an hour.
When you open the trunk, who is happy to see
you?

A hit-and-miss engine is
a type of four-stroke
internal combustion
engine that is controlled by a governor to
operate a set speed. It was conceived in
the late 19th century and produced by
various companies from the 1890s through
approximately the 1940s. The name comes
from the speed control on these engines:
they are designed to fire ("hit") only when operating at or below a set speed, and
to cycle without firing ("miss") when they exceed their set speed. This is as
compared to the "throttle governed" method of speed control. The sound made
when the engine is running without a load is a distinctive "POP whoosh whoosh
whoosh whoosh POP" as the engine fires, and then coasts until the speed
decreases, and it fires again to maintain its average speed.
Many engine manufacturers made hit-and-miss engines during their peak
use—from approximately 1910 through the early 1930s, when more modern
designs began to replace them. Some of the largest engine manufacturers were
Stover, Hercules, International Harvester (McCormick Deering), John Deere and
Fairbanks Morse.
A hit-and-miss engine is a type of flywheel engine. A flywheel engine is an
engine that has a large flywheel or set of flywheels connected to the crankshaft.
The flywheels maintain engine speed during engine cycles that do not produce
driving mechanical forces. The flywheels store energy, on the combustion stroke
and supply the stored energy to the mechanical load on the other three strokes
of the piston. When these engines were designed, technology was not nearly as
advanced as today, and all parts were made very large. A typical 6 horsepower
engine weighs approximately 1000 pounds. Typically, the engine material was
mainly cast iron and all significant engine parts cast from it. Small functional
pieces are made of steel and machined to perform their function.
These were simple engines compared to modern engine design. However, they
incorporate some very clever designs in several areas, many times because the
designer was attempting to circumvent infringing a patent for a particular part
of the engine. This is particularly true in the area of the governor. Governors are
centrifugal, swinging arm, pivot arm, and many others. The actuator mechanism
to govern speed is also varied depending on patents existing and the governor
used. However accomplished, the governor has one job - to control the speed of
the engine.

Continued from front page…

A few in the VAE have heard about John
Johnson and his Mountain View Auto Body
& Sign company in Sheldon, Vermont.
If you see the logos on our show trailers,
they were made in John’s shop. There are
also some beautiful member vehicles that
have departed John’s shop ready for the
show field.
This ’67 Camaro had been a “full dragster”
in its earlier life. A quarter mile in the 9
seconds comes out about 150 MPH, and this
Camaro had a reputation of beating most
anything that wanted to go up against it.
John says the car was showing its bumps
and bruises when it came to him in 2005. A
worn out paint job, a weird painted figure on its side and fist-bumps on its roof where maybe the former owner was teaching the SS to
behave…. It also had no engine or firewall and the inside was gutted. You can see in these pictures what John has accomplished. His
attention to detail is abundantly clear, all the way to the 100 hours that was spent to redo the
hood into exactly what he wanted.
Superchargers were originally built for aircraft during WWII. Essentially, it is a large pump
that compresses air and forces it into the engine's air intake resulting in a horse power I
increase of 50 to 100 percent. John has a supercharger that produces 9 pounds of boost on top
of his 502 Chevy engine and when he wants to, he can produce HPs in the 700 range. Having a
supercharger means it will not affect the engine's reliability, longevity, or fuel economy under
normal driving conditions but when you want to press your right foot down, all hell is let loose!
Wheel Tracks has just learned about the term “Pro-street”. John’s Camaro is street legal and at
the same time if he wants to do “some screaming”…….the car is ready and willing. A “double
barrel shot gun” is what they call the supercharger air intake that you see on top of the engine,
another one of those terms an old antique Dodge and Franklin guy might never use.
The SS was about a two year project from ‘05 to ‘07 and John can still show you items he wants
to add or change. To allow the engine to be as low as possible the mounts were special made. A
Dano 60 rear-end was installed along with a whole new rear suspension system to accommodate
the extra power. The paint job is a work of art, and all one can imagine is all the work unseen,
when you walk up to a car like this…...and the work continues.
There is a possibility we will see this Camaro at the
VAE/Shelburne Car Show on Father’s Day Weekend.
Another Camaro that has come out of John’s shop is the
one you see on Wheel Tracks (page 16), the McDermott
Camaro. Mark “Blue” McDermott will have his beauty at
the show along with many others that have been invited.
We see these wonderful ‘finished’ automobiles, and Ernie
Clerihew & Don Perdue, hopefully, will have a surprise for
us at the Shelburne show. The show’s co-chairs have
found a true “barn find” ’67 Camaro for the show that will
demonstrate the amount of work involved when we use the
word “restoration”.

Hot Fudge Pudding Cake

Edi Fiske

1/2 c. peanut butter
2 T. vegetable oil
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. packed brown sugar
1 3/4 c. water

1 cup all-purpose flour
3/4 c sugar
2 T. cocoa
2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
1/2 c. milk

Heat oven to 350 degrees. Mix in large bowl all-purpose flour, sugar, cocoa, baking powder and salt. Stir in milk, peanut butter,
vegetable oil and vanilla until smooth. Spoon into square pan. Spread evenly to edges of pan. Stir brown sugar and cocoa in
small bowl until well blended. Sprinkle mixture over batter. Pour over brown sugar mixture, but do not stir,
1 3/4 cups hot water. Bake 45 minutes. Best served warm. Makes 9 servings.

Below you will find items identified by lot numbers.
If you would like to make a bid simply email gafiske@gmail.com, state the lot number and
place your bid.
There are no reserves and on the 10th of May the bidding will close. The winning bidders
will get an email telling them where, in Milton, Vermont,
they can pick up and pay for their items.
The winning bidders for last month can be found on page 9, “The Gossip Page”

Lot 5-3
Anchor Brand cloths wash
Ringer, great graphics

Member donated

Lot 5-1
15 qts. 5W30
Castrol

Lot 5-6
12 qts. 5W20
Full Syn. Pennzoil

Lot -2
16 qts. ATF+4
Valvoline Full Syn.

Lot 5-7
11– 12oz. Cans
Dot5
Brake fluid

Lot 5-4
9 qts. 10W30
VR-1 Valvoline
Racing oil

Lot 5-8
Clean your gas..
Lead sub. & Sta-bil

Lot 5-5
7 qts. 0W30
Mobil 1 oil

Lot 5-9
2 gals. Asian
50/50
Anti-freeze

Lot 5-10
5 cans of brake
Parts cleaner

Dave’s Garage

by Dave Sander

****Project Updates****
Absent any questions this month, I will give a brief update on the projects I am working
on. The MGB project is progressing nicely. The front suspension has been rebuilt. All the metal parts have been wire brushed, cleaned
and painted. The cast parts were painted with a coat of “cast blast” lacquer to replicate the look of clean cast iron. The steel pieces
(brake dust shield, lower A arm and all hardware) were painted with POR black paint. This will provide a durable and long lasting paint
protection.
The entire brake system has been overhauled. Many metal lines were replaced with Nickle-Copper lines, affording an opportunity to
learn how to shape hard lines and how to create bubble and double bubble flares. All the rubber hoses were replaced. The calipers and
master cylinders were rebuilt, and the shoes, pads and rear wheel cylinders were replaced. Brakes were adjusted and the wheel
bearings were repacked with new grease seals.
The generator, distributor and carburetor were rebuilt. Last week the car was started, the first time it has run in 30 years. We let
a mixture of ATF and Acetone soak in the cylinders for some time before we changed the oil. The engine turned over easily. The engine
started right up, however, some of the valves were sticking. We let it run for about 20 minutes, then slowly poured seafoam into the
carburetors. This week we will set the ignition timing, and adjust the carbs and the valves. We will also set the front wheel toe-in
alignment using two
parallel strings strung
through the axle center
line and a dial caliper.
We will move on to the
rocker panels and the
floor pan replacement.

I have another project
in the garage, my son
bought a 1972 Datsun
240Z. This car has
rust in the usual
places. It is getting new
rocker panels, floor pans
and rear quarter
panels. Fortunately, the
car came with all the
body panels. This car
will be a father/son
restoration project. The
car is solid enough, but
will probably end up
being a full ground up
rotisserie restoration.

The ‘72 Datsun 240Z
“Gift-wrapped”

The driver’s side floor and rocker panel have been replaced. Most of the rust repair on the left side has been completed. After the rear
quarter panel is done we will test fit the front fender and the door, adjust all the gaps, then move on to the right side. Once all the
welding is complete, the engine, transmission, front and rear sub frames, the front and rear suspensions and the rest of the interior, will
be removed. The car will go on the rotisserie for all the body work and final painting. Stay tuned…

VAE Gossip

by GCF

Here are the winning bids for April: there were 21 bids and all 10 items were sold.

Don Rayta won lot 4-10 for $4.06
Jan Sander won lot 4-9 for $5.00
Duane Leach won lot 4-1 for $27.52

Ron Perry won lot 4-2 for $12.99, lot 4-3 for $9.76, lot 4-4 for
$12.51, 4-5 for $10.51, 4-6 for $12.12, 4-7 for $6.06 and 4-8 for
$11.99

Did you notice the 0W40 Mobile 1 oil in this month’s auction? What the heck is 0W oil? I found this on the internet…..
Well it's a special case denoting a difference in the 'pour point' of the oil. Most 5W oils have a pour point at -40°F. The base oil is the same
in 0W40, but it's pour point has been lowered even further, sometimes to as much as -50°F (-46°C)
Pour point is 5°F above the point at which a chilled oil shows no movement at the surface for 5 seconds when inclined. This measurement is
especially important for oils used in the winter. A lot of manufacturers tend to quote pumping temperature rather than pour point. Pumping
temperature is the temperature at which the oil will pump around the engine and maintain adequate oil pressure. This is typically 20°F
above the pour point.
The bottom line then is that if you think your car is ever likely to see a cold morning in the -45°F range, you should be considering 0W40
oil. If not, 5W40 will do. Note that at -45°F, you'll probably have more to worry about than your engine oil - like your radiator fluid, brittle
tires, frozen locks, permafrost on the windscreen etc.etc.etc.......

Marvin Ball sent this log truck picture on the left. He was making a
reference to a picture in last month’s Wheel Tracks that had only 2 chains
holding the log load on the truck. He wrote… “If you think 2 chains were
scary, what about one!” A gent by the name of Wilson Ryan was driving.
He goes on to describe a steam powered sawmill in North
Ferrisburg during WWII that was owned by Alcide Gibeau. Two million feet of
maple, pine and oak lumber was cut for the war effort and went to Shelburne Bay. The lumber was used to build PT boats and tug boats.
Marvin also sent this picture
(right) of a different sort of vehicle on a “milk route” in the
1920s. The vehicle is a Jackson
touring car driven by Gene Shortsleeve of Charlotte, Vermont. I think I can count at least 6 cans of milk in the back seat...times 70, that
is 420 pounds. You would think the car would be squatting more than it is!
According to Wikipedia, The Jackson Automobile Company was located in and named for Jackson,
Michigan. The company produced the Jackson from 1903 to 1923, as well as the 1903 Jaxon steam car
and the 1904 Orlo. The Standard Catalog of American Cars claims there were 21,567 Jackson vehicles
produced during that time.
I also received a reply from someone on the subject of burning Kerosene instead of gasoline in their auto during the war when gas
was rationed and “Kero” was not. Their trick was to have a one gallon container of gas mounted under the hood to start the engine. When
the engine had warmed up, the gas was switched over to the main tank that held only kerosene. The kerosene would travel through an
additional fuel line that had been wrapped around the exhaust manifold and was “heated up” before reaching the carburetors. The writer added
that the head of the engine often needed to be taken off to scrap the carbon off but basically the engine ran fine.
Unfortunately, I have misplaced the note that came to Wheel Tracks and do not know who sent it to me. Would you please ID
yourself so I can give you credit for the story. I hope I have recalled it correctly.
To add to the “Kero” story, when the story was related to another VAE member, he spoke of a few tractors that used this method of two fuel
tanks. He cautioned that when shutting down the engine, one should always have switched over to the gas tank. He said it is impossible to
start the engine again with a carburetor full of kerosene.
And lastly... Peveral Peake is still making an impact in this world. If you have read Wheel Tracks the past 50 plus years, you will have
read many “Pevy Peake Stories”. A lady in Enosburg recently read a Wheel Tracks issue and, I am told, she started crying when she found a
short mention of Pevy Peake in a Packard story. This lady grew up in Bristol, Vermont and has many childhood memories of how Pevy
impacted her young years. She thought after all these years that she might be one of few who hold fond memories of the gentleman, when in
reality he touched many lives…….and we are still talking about him.

Letters To the Editor
Dear Wheel Tracks, I was amused by the mothball thread in the recent issue of Wheel Tracks. I dug a little
into my rusty high school chemistry and note that naphthalene is soluble in kerosene (indeed, its a common
trace component in early jet fuel) but it has a higher flash point (175 degrees vs 100 degrees) than kero and a
much higher auto ignition point (977 degrees vs 410 degrees). So J D Parker's wartime solution to rationed gas
was perhaps practical, but way suboptimal. Sort of like "hamburger helper", it stretched the meat, so to speak.
That hasn't stopped people from chasing the shadow, however. I'm attaching a link to an article from the Sydney (AU) Morning
Herald. The Mothball pill as an octane booster.
And that makes me think of the fellow from Morrisville, a number of years ago, who converted his pickup to a wood-fired engine: he
distilled wood to its volatile gaseous components in a contraption in the bed of his truck, and ran on the byproducts. It would be
interesting to track him down and see how that finally worked out for him. Perhaps a meeting could be devoted to such out-of-the-box
(or out-of-their-mind) ideas. Might be a category for the Stowe show.
Here is the link to more moth ball usage….www.smh.com.au Thanks, Andy Crane
To the Editor,,
I've just finished reading through the latest Wheel Tracks, and thought I would send you a couple comments, for what they are worth.
On page 11, you ask what the man in the middle picture has in his right hand - it appears to be a peaCant
vey.
And because many people get them confused, I have
hook
attached photos of both a peavey and a cant hook, which, while similar,
are not the same (a peavey has a point on the end, while a cant hook has a
Peavey
dog on the side). The peavey was invented by Joseph Peavey in 1857.
I have also thrown in another picture of Earl Cross's car, without the deer. You can plainly see the #522
license plate on the front. He had that number I think from about 1930 until he stopped driving, maybe in the late
1970's, and his wife had #644 on her car. He lived about half a mile from me, and after he died, they had an auction
there, and I ended up with several of his 522 plates, although I don't think I have the 1939.
As for the top picture, I remember as a kid
seeing George White go by with similar
loads of logs, although by that time with a
somewhat newer truck. But still in the days
when logs were loaded onto trucks by hand
from some sort of ramp built beside the road
to roll them up and onto the truck (probably
with a peavey!), so loads were never
anywhere near as big as you see today. And
it was common to drive around and see these
log ramps beside the road, where they were
most often just left to rot away after the
logging in that area was completed. A few
years later, George went to work for the State
of Vermont, working for the highway
department. In the winter, he plowed Route
15, I believe from Essex to Cambridge, and
in the summer would grade some of the state
aide roads that were still dirt, using a grader
towed behind a dump truck. A man named
Clayton Eldridge worked with him, with
George driving the truck and Clayton back
on the rear of the grader running that. They
also mowed the roadsides along Route 15, by hand with scythes! Day after day you would see them going along doing that, and then we
would go out and rake up the hay along our stretch of the road and draw it back to the barn with our tractor (a 1936 Farmall F-12) and
wagon. Imagine doing that with today's traffic!
Lastly, on page 6 you have a couple of speculations as to why Henry went with Tudor and Fordor, and my guess is
#2,marketing. Remember, at the same time, Chevrolet's names were "Coach", for a two door, and "Sedan" for a four door, so I would
think this was, as you say, something to stick in the public's mind.
Anyway, thanks for another great issue! Regards, Gary Irish

The following information was given by Patrick McManamon of VT DMV in our meeting with him on March 15, 2017 in Montpelier. These
items are from Charlie Thompson's notes and have been reviewed and verified by Mr. McManamon.
1. There are very few laws specifically for antique and exhibition vehicles.
2. Use of vehicles registered as antiques is restricted to parades, club functions, shows, etc. By the letter of the law, maintenance
runs and trips for fuel are not legal.
3. Vehicles from 1968 and earlier can use an old
plate matching the vehicle year, but must have a
current registration plate in the vehicle accessible
to show an officer. Do not mount the registration
plate behind the vintage plate.
4. The number from the vintage plate is not
recorded so a set of matching plates can be used on
two different vehicles as long as each has the valid
registration plate in the vehicle.
5. Inspection of regular vehicles: there have been
no changes in the inspection manual or requirements
for vehicle condition. The change is that inspection
stations are being held accountable and
documentation of inspection failure is required,
preventing a second station from passing a failed
vehicle without the needed repairs. Photos and
records will be kept. Vehicles with a check engine
light on will not pass.
6.In Vermont, a vehicle 15 years or older does not
receive a title. A title for an antique vehicle can be
issued if there is a need such as the sale to someone in a state requiring a title. To obtain a title, one must be the owner, a VT
resident, have no liens on the vehicle, provide one of the following: previous registration (original or certified copy), evidence of
ownership or a notarized affidavit identifying owner and a notarized affidavit documenting date of ownership, seller, residency, and
the vehicle clear of all liens. The vehicle would get a new VIN.
7. Inspection is not required for vehicles from 1940 or earlier equipped with original equipment. Pat gave an example: exhaust stacks
added to a pickup would not be allowed. In answer to a question, he said the addition of direction lights or an auxiliary brake light
would not be allowed.
8. The use of a slow vehicle warning triangle on the back is allowed. The triangle is a universal slow vehicle warning for use on any slow
vehicle.
9.To drive a vintage vehicle, a regular license, insurance, seat belt use if equipped and legal operation are required.
10. A CDL license is required to drive a vehicle with a gross weight of 26001 pounds or more such as a fire truck or an antique
commercial truck. A CDL is required to drive a bus with or without seats installed unless converted to a camper. A CDL is required for
a dealer to drive big campers or to deliver trailers, but not required for an owner since the camper is a recreation vehicle for the
purchaser.
11. Small trailers are exempt from inspection. Trailers with a gross weight of 1500 pounds or more must be inspected.
12.Most states have reciprocal agreements allowing us to legally drive our vintage vehicles outside of Vermont.

This picture is from a post card given to Wheel
Tracks by John Mahnker.
No year is mentioned but on the back the “Car Rally” is
said to have taken place at Spruce Peak.
Does anyone recognize any of the cars?
Is it, in fact, one of our August shows?
What year, would you guess, was this picture taken?
Many of the news reports of the VAE’s recent decision
to move our August “Antique & Classic Car Meet” to
Waterbury from Stowe have not covered some of the
details accurately.
This is an attempt to record our VAE history
accurately…..

August 2014….. The VAE learned the August show field in Stowe (Nichols Field) had been listed by a local realtor to be sold in
order to pay off a medical lien against it. While the 2014 show was in progress, a group of VAE members met in our registration
trailer with the realtor to collect the details. The 35 acre property had an inn, the club had no interest in buying, and 31 acres of the 35
was restricted from development and only one event per year was allowed. The property had a barn that could be used for our show
storage but the total land sale still came up 5 acres short of meeting our needs. For years we had rented an additional 5 acres from the
adjacent camp grounds. There were also a number of ‘legal’ hurdles with the land that needed to be dealt with. The VAE decided to
pursue the possible purchase of the property with it’s limitations. We had been in Stowe for 60 years and wanted to stay in Stowe.
Fall of 2014…… A VAE member approached the VAE and indicated he was interested in purchasing Nichols Field on his own. He
asked our permission to pursue the transaction with the guarantee that our Car Meet would be able to continue our August show for as
long as we wanted. The club’s interest was on securing the future of our August Car Meet, not owning land, so the club readily agreed.
Summer of 2015….. The VAE found there was no other 40 acre location in Stowe that would accommodated our needs. Nichols
Field was basically the only location. The VAE member who had been interested in purchasing the property had given up in his many
months of negotiations to buy the property. It was now back to the VAE to try to secure our future in Stowe.
The winter of 2015/16…… A number of VAE members stepped forward, who were willing to loan the club a substantial
amount, to begin the process of purchasing Nichols Field. The $130,000 loan with a 20 year pay-back schedule was a huge
commitment for our small club and demonstrats the will to stay in Stowe and secure the future of our car show there. An additional
$50,000 was pulled from our rainy-day funds to bring to a sum the club thought would purchase the property.
Summer of 2016…… There were now, with funds in-hand, a number of routes our club could take. Our first attempt to purchase
the property directly from the Nichols family failed early on. Our next attempt was to purchase the property through the company that
held the lien while making sure the Nichols family was treated fairly, and that also failed. Next, was to prepare for the impending
foreclosure auction. We believed we had a fair chance at the auction since most of the property’s development rights had been sold off,
years earlier. It was also found during these topsy-turvy months that our 3-day August car show brought an average of $1.7 million to
Stowe. There were two local entities that had what is called “rights of first refusal”, the “Friends of Stowe Conservation Inc.” and the
“Town of Stowe”. Our hope, if we lost at the auction and knowing the show’s positive impact in the area, that one of these ‘entities’
would exercise their right, using our money, and we would still be OK. As you know by now, we lost on all counts.
After the 2016 auction….. It soon got around the VAE had no home for it’s August car show and almost immediately, we had three
invitations to relocate. This was a great confidence booster for the club, as over those many confusing months our members slowly
started feeling we were unwanted. Morristown became a possibility at their airport on Route 100 and the Sugar Bush ski resort was
asking us to consider them. While these two locations were great, Waterbury and Farr Field soon became our 1st choice. Farr Field was
perfect and the huge welcome from Waterbury and John Farr made our choice easy to make.
So….., We will have our 60th show at Stowe’s Nichols Field this August and in 2018, we are making plans for a “bigger and even
better” show at Farr Field in Waterbury. Please come and help us make our move a huge success.
For our final year in Stowe at Nichols Field, our co-chairs, Bob Chase and Duane Leach would like to display
a big board of photos from our past 60 years of car shows in Stowe.
Do you have photos you would loan us?
If you had “copies” of photos that we could keep, it would be even better.
Please send them to the Wheel Tracks editor, mailing info on page 2

***My Story***
1948 INDIAN CHIEF...Russell Snow, VAE President 1981
Please excuse the preamble, but I have to back a bit into this story of my 1948 Indian
Chief…My first ‘wheels’ was a 1929 Model A that I bought for $35 in 1949 when I was 16 and
working in a local sawmill. After a few months my $24.05 six month Farm Bureau insurance
policy was caught up with, and revoked by the main office in Columbus Ohio, thus relegating
the A to our small farm, another story…
The next couple of summers I rode small Jawa (Czech) bike that had
been my brothers before he opted for a Royal Enfield, on which he rode
from our home in Pittsford to college in Pittsburg... On an early summer
evening in 1954 the Jawa met its demise. Coming home I was struck by a
drunk driver who swerved into me in a neighbors dooryard. I was thrown
over the car hood, landing on my back, sliding down a steep drive to the
barn. The car driver took off, but was tracked down by the farmer, as the
Jawa had punctured the radiator and the engine seized. The Jawa was
done and I escaped with a few contusions, nothing broken.
Enter the 1948 Indian Chief! The accident settlement gave me a couple
terms of tuition at Northeastern U in Boston and money for the Indian. I
don’t remember exactly what it was, probably around $500 to purchase.
Unlike the Model A, I did not retain the bill of sale. My mother was
petrified to think I would ride it to Boston, I was 19, but my older brother
had already set the precedent. The bike weighed 550# and was big and
black. It wasn’t called a Roadster, but called “full dress” as it had all the bells and whistles; dual spot lights, dual outrigger rearview
mirrors, windshield, Buddy seat with fringed saddlebags and fender carrier. My bike had the throttle on the right grip and the
spark on the left. As it was a kick start with lots of compression you had to advance the spark or it would “kick back” on your leg, no
fun. At the time I weighed about 150# so I had to stand with full weight on the starter. The hand shift was on the left as was the
foot clutch. The clutch was either “in or out” and you had better be ready when it was “in". The foot boards were hinged should you
lay it over too far on a sharp turn, and then it would lay sparks. I did ride the bike back and forth from Pittsford to Boston, weather
permitting, on those great winding bike roads through Bellows Falls, Keene, Fitchburg on into Boston on Route 2. I did wear a leather
jacket, gloves and boots but no helmets then, only a cap.
A couple of Indian stories…On co-op from Northeastern I worked on a survey team for the Highway Department. In the mid
50’s there was a push to get the farmers out of the mud and I surveyed a lot of dirt roads back then. One was Route 12 from Bethel
through Barnard to Woodstock and Route 106 from South Woodstock to North Springfield. As the roads were quite “washboard”
the Indian chain had a penchant to jump the sprocket. In that case you had to lay the bike over on its side to get the chain back on
and adjust the tension. This was no small feat as the bike weighed 550# and me 150# as I have noted earlier, hernia heaven!…The
bike had a battery and generator which worked when it wanted to. I had a room in Montpelier during the week, and would always
leave Pittsford Sunday night, too late to make it all the way to Montpelier before dark, usually around Brookfield on Route 12. With
not enough juice to run a headlight I would idle in a pull off waiting for a car to come along to follow up through Northfield Gulf,
exciting if you know the Gulf! If you got the bike running it usually would stay running, I often got pushed by a car to jump start, also
exciting….On occasion the battery would fall out and roll down the road, in which case I would hide the bike off the road and call my
father to bring a car battery to strap on the back and toggle up so I could make it home, thank heavens for Dad!…A final story was
when the battery ran out of juice below South Woodstock and I had to ditch the bike again. I had started to walk to where the
survey crew was when along came a girl riding bareback on a horse and asked if
I would like a ride. What could I do? I accepted and climbed on behind her
hanging on till we got to the crew. I still remember the astonished looks when
I came riding up to the crew, behind this girl. As it turned out she was a Jenne
girl from the iconic Jenne Farm of South Woodstock. The party chief was not
amused by my tardiness.
There are many more stories that go with my time on that big black
beautiful Indian Chief, the above is just a sample…Between Northeastern and
a two year stint in the Army, I sold the bike for what I paid for it, and bought
a 1948 Ford 2-door, again….that is another story.
Thank you for letting me share “My Story” Russell Snow

May 27, 2017: Essex Memorial Day Parade
Bring out your antique vehicles and join your fellow enthusiasts in honoring
the service men and women of our fine country.
A rough estimate on how many cars to expect would be ideal, so please shoot a
note to Jeff Maclay (jeffreymaclay@hotmail.com) to confirm your vehicle as
soon as possible. The VAE will be in the parade as a group, so please get to the
Champlain Valley Expo early to make sure we all get together and stay together. Our parade position has not been confirmed yet, but it will be uploaded to
the website as soon as it is.

Further details on the event can be found at http://
www.essexmemorialdayparade.com
Questions…. Call Jeff Mclay 802-454-7853.
It's time to plan now to be at the Dorr Farm in Manchester, Vermont, for the 30th Annual Manchester Antique and Classic Car Show
**** If you want the latest VAE events schedule, John Lavallee invites everyon June 11th and 12th.
one to visit our website (vtauto.org) and click on “See all VAE Events”
To celebrate your support of this show over the years, our sponsor Don
Dorr, Dorr Oil Company, has made everything FREE. The show is free
for cars, free for flea market vendors, and free for spectators. There
is no reason not to come and enjoy a great weekend in Vermont's greatest region! Call (802) 362-2100 to register -- or just show up. The show
field will be open from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. each day. Saturday at
How to become a member of the VAE:
4:00 p.m. will be the annual Car
Parade
through
Manchester.
There will
VAE
Board
meeting
dates in 2017
at
Whitney
Hall
in
Williston
be food, music and fun on field. Be There!

Go to the website
Vtauto.org

at 7PM.

June 18th…….. The first annual Laker Football Car Show. Colchester
July 10th
High School, Colchester, VT. Registration 7:30
AM to 10:30 AM Vehicles
October
9th
must be older than 1999 and please no for sale signs.

And then ‘’Click” on to
January 8th, 2018
JOIN VAE
CHAMBLY QUÉBEC ANNUAL CONCOURS D’ÉLÉGANCE
Only $30.00 per year, $50.00 for 2 years
You are cordially invited to attend the 25th Chambly Concours d’Élégance.
July 16th and 17th 2016. Special trophies for our American friends!

Unmodified cars 25 years and older. Costume Contest with special prizes.Chambly is approximately one hour drive from the Vermont-Québec border.A beautiful historical park in front of the Richelieu River.
Informations: gbureau@videotron.ca (514 745-6278)

Vermont Engine Service Inc.
16 Krupp Drive, Williston
802-863-2326 or 800-287-5488
Camping out 1918

The largest engine machine shop in Vermont
1/17

For Sale…. **1913 Stevens Duryea touring,
original, runs nice. **1913 Ford T touring, running,
drive it home, **1953 Bentley sedan, nice paint/
interior, good road car, **1954 MGTF, older
restoration, still very good, **1922 Cadillac
touring, very good condition. Call Dave Rice,
802-985-5201
Rod Rice collection for sale….
Car magazines/ sell as a lot: various titles, old issues.
Car manuals/ sell as a lot: many car types and some
covering many old cars.

May
Bumper Sticker...
I am having
An
Out-Of–Money
Experience

Do you need a VAE name tag?
Contact Christina
christina.mccaffrey@vtmednet.org
*********
How about a VAE banner for your car?
Call Wendell Noble to order one.
802-893-2232

For Sale…. 1925 Moon, Model
A. Chassis, 6 cylinder Continental engine, wheels, has Ford
9” rear end, but have original
rear axle too! Radiator leaks.
Unrealized potential. I’ve never
heard it run. $695 or near offer. Call “Chris” at
802-674-9466 before 8 pm, please!
For Sale…..
*50 registration plates, one for each state……..$250
*1915-1925 Hudson dash clock……$100
*3 registration plates from England……$100
*My complete antique car book collection…….come look
them over.
*Vermont porcelain plates, 1912,’13,’14 & ’15……
$100 each
*1600 number plates, many states…...come look
them over.
*2008 Saturn, 4-door, automatic, loaded, 20K
miles…..$8000
Call Al Ward 802-524-2466
For Sale…..
Wheel Tracks
roadside
find…. along
road in Milton,
VT. Ford truck
802-893-3031 or
802-2383166

A
3-wheeled
Hoosegow….

2017 MARKS THE 64TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE VERMONT AUTOMOBILE
ENTHUSIASTS AND OUR 14TH ANNUAL CLASSIC AUTO FESTIVAL IN
COLLABORATION WITH THE SHELBURNE MUSEUM
This year also marks the 50th anniversary of an iconic American automobile:
the Chevrolet Camaro. Currently in its 6th generation, the Camaro was
introduced in 1967 to compete with the Ford Mustang. In tribute to the
Camaro, a special invitation goes out to all Camaro owners, who are invited to
bring their cars regardless of age or condition to be prominently displayed on
the Museum grounds for the Fathers' Day Weekend Show at the Museum. As
the hosting club, Vermont Auto Enthusiasts is extending our invitation of free
show registration for all 1992 and earlier Camaros. We look forward to you
joining us on Fathers' Day weekend.
On this occasion of Fathers' Day Weekend, we are reminded of the "Cars of
Our Fathers" with a small tribute to our dads, and other family members, too.
It will be the 14th VAE show to grace the museum’s 45 acres, right on Route
7, near Lake Champlain. The event will take place June 16-18, 2017.
Join us in Celebrating Father's Day Weekend
and the 50th anniversary of the Camaro

VERMONT AUTOMOBILE ENTHUSIASTS
Please Send Dues or Address Changes to:

Christina McCaffrey
89 Ledge Road
Burlington, VT 05401-4140
christina.mccaffrey@vtmednet.org

Edward Larravee of North Yarmouth, Maine
Bill Erskine,
VAE
brought 1998
his ‘39
FordPresident
Deluxe
With his
1910
Sears
“High
Wheeler”
to the 2016 VAE August
Show

Check your
VAE Membership Expire Date
beside your name

Mark (Blue) McDermott’s beautiful 1969 Z28 Camaro will be a “feature Camaro” at the
“Shelburne Museum Classic Auto Festival” on Father’s Day in June.
Come and see this amazing automobile along with hundreds of other antique & classic autos.

